Technical Data Sheet
RST bait box
(black and semi-transparent models)
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Rodent bait station:
RST bait station is designed to capture mice and crawling insects.
This product is on the international market for several years and has achieved
excellent results at different levels.
It can be used with Rodenticide and Glue Boards.

Each unit includes removable tray, wire to support bait and wall adapter.
This article is available in the following colors: Black and Clear.
The constant quality control ensures greater efficiency with high performance in the
fight against pests.

Features:
Plastic box with a structure designed to fully capture small rodents and crawling
insects.
It has a locking system with key and security system with rod to secure the bait.
Has several openings along the sides for crawling insects.

The semi-transparent version allows an easier maintenance.
The lid opens against the wall.
Dimensions:
Unit: 210x160x60mm
12 units carton box: 420x325x200mm, 4,3kgs
Truck pallet: 66bxs x 12uni = 792uni | 1200x800x2230mm, 262kgs
Container pallet: 60bxs x 12uni = 720uni | 1200x800x2050mm, 245kgs
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Instructions:
1. Place the key in the bolt and rotate to open the lid.
2. Place the wall adapter which is located inside the box.
3. For use with rodenticide remove the wire, insert the rodenticide and replace
the wire in place.
4. To use with glue board, place it inside.
5. Put the station in the desired place.
Additional notes:
Check the glue boards every day or when you realize that captured a rodent.
To replace the glue boards or rodenticide, place gloves to avoid direct contact.
Place the box in places where it is visible to the passage of rodents.

Product manufactured by:
PLASTDIVERSITY, LDA.
Rua dos Alentojeiros, nº136 – Ap.4
3091-902 Marinha das Ondas – PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 233959490
Fax: +351 233959476
E-mail: comercial@plastdiversity.com

plastdiversity@hotmail.com
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